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QUESTION: 37
Which two statements about the threat landscape of today's networks are true? (Choose
two)

A. The use of cloud services is creating definitive security perimeters.
B. An increase use of Direct Internet Access leads to more VPN connections
C. Attackers are now well financed and extremely patient
D. Threat actors are now nation states and organized Crime syndicates
E. Victims of security attacks are random, violated by generic attacks

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 38
Which four resources are included in the commercial sales starter kit? (Choose four)

A. RF planner
B. Sales connect site tools
C. positioning guide
D. fast track offers
E. Cisco configuration professional
F. game plan training
G. router/switch selector tool

Answer: B, D, E, G

QUESTION: 39
Which Cisco Series routers support the use of the GUI Cisco Configuration Professional
tool?

A. Cisco RV Series
B. Cisco Meraki Series
C. Cisco 800 ISR Series
D. Cisco 4000 ISR Series

Answer: D

QUESTION: 40
Which feature does the Cisco Catalyst 2960-L switch uniquely offer that competitors
like HP. Juniper, and Dell do not offer in their SMB-Class switches?

A. PoE + (802.3at) support
B. web GUI and CLI
C. persistent PoE
D. fanless operation

Answer: C
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